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$310,000 / 217 Artists

Thanks to Our Partners:

• City of Cincinnati, championed by Councilmember Jan-Michele Kearney

• ArtsWave’s Arts Vibrancy Recovery Fund

• Kent and Martha Savage Charitable Family Fund

• Cincinnati Art Museum (ticket revenue donation)

• Pyramid Hill (ticket revenue donation)

2020/21 COVID Relief for Individual Artists



Cincinnati Arts Access Fund – 107 Artists Supported

2020/21 Cincinnati Artist Relief/City of Cincinnati 
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110 Artists Supported

2020/21 Regional Artist Relief (outside City limits)
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Geoffrey Barnes, Actor

First off, I want to thank the City of Cincinnati and 

ArtsWave immensely for the Cincinnati Arts Access 

Fund and for assisting local artists like myself during 

through this difficult period. I greatly appreciate your 

kindness and support. I would like to pay it forward by 

creating a musical piece based my connection to this 

city and my love and support for the arts in Cincinnati. 

An addition, I plan on continuing work as a Teaching 

Artist as well as a Shakespeare monologue coach both 

through privately and through other companies.
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Melanie Woodruff, Soprano

Thank you for this generous ArtsWave Grant. 

I am beyond grateful!

Should singing be able to happen in person 

next year, I would like to offer a Christmas 

concert at my church and invite anyone from 

the community who would like to come.
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Carolyn Fast, Stage Manager

I plan to work with the Cincinnati Black 

Theatre Artists Collective, helping them 

create work that is relevant to and fills a need 

in our community. They do not currently have 

a stage manager working with them, so my 

skills will hopefully enhance and expand the 

work they are able to do.
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Trevor Kroeger, Conductor/Producer

I’m currently leading the development of a new 
works incubator and development lab that 
empowers creative artists and supports them in 
creating new works for the stage, particularly 
dance, opera, musical theatre, drama, and 
performances that combine these genres. Our 
primary focus is commissioning and producing 
new works and productions by and for BIPOC, 
Latinx, Asian, and LGBTQIA+ artists, women, 
trans and non-binary artists; in short, those artists 
that have been historically underrepresented 
across classical performance genres.
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Candice Handy, Actor
Thanks so much for supporting artists during this 
difficult time! I have several projects already in the 
works to be produced in the upcoming year. I was 
recently asked to develop my "8:46" one person 
show project, "Black Quarantine Date" into a full 
theatrical piece, through The Breath Project 
Commission! I am also directing a virtual 
production at Mount St. Joseph University, of a play 
called "Black Flag," which is a conversation piece 
about two college freshman roommates, who 
have totally different backgrounds and beliefs 
about the Confederate Flag. I'll be teaching an 8-
week musical theatre workshop to students, 
ranging from 3rd to 8th grade, virtually and in 
person, through Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park's 
education department.
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Doug Borntrager, Theatrical Sound/
Video Designer, The Know Theatre

I will continue bringing Projection 

Connections to various neighborhoods 

throughout the Cincinnati region, with a 

particular focus on underserved 

neighborhoods. I would also like to explore 

locations for static projection mapping, 

perhaps at community arts centers, the boys 

and girls clubs, YMCAs, or retirement centers.
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A.J. Baldwin, Actor

Thank you so much for reviewing my 
application and awarding me this grant. As 
part of my give back request, I will continue 
to work as a theatre practitioner in Cincinnati, 
and advocate with the arts organizations for 
low, "pay-what-you-can" and free ticketing 
options. In addition to this, I plan to devise 
and develop with another Cincinnati based 
artist a show that centers around the BIPOC 
experience and the theme of "Freedom", 
which will be open to the public.
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Justin McCombs, Actor

Thank you so very much for the funding you 

provided to keep artists like myself thriving 

and creating in Cincinnati. My “Give Back” 

Goal is to connect our Veteran community 

with the theatre community in the area.
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Casey Miller, Photographer

My name is Casey Miller, a local 

photographer here in Cincinnati, OH. I was 

one of the recipients of the ArtsWave artist 

relief grant program. I just wanted to take a 

moment to say thanks very much for all the 

help you sent to local working artists 

during those very difficult times. It is because 

of amazing programs like this that I have 

stayed on my feet as a working artist during 

the pandemic.
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2020/21 Black and Brown 
Artist Grants: Truth & 
Reconciliation



Grants
49 Reviewed by Committee

+5 Commissioned Artists

= 54 Total Submissions/Artists Engaged

$270,000



Program Partners



Derek J. Snow

I have been an actor and director in 
Cincinnati for over 35 years. I have 
been a teaching artist in the 
Cincinnati and Covington School 
districts, grades 3-6 for over seven 
years. I was the Artist in Residence for 
2018 at the Kennedy Heights Arts 
Center's fellowship Woodford 
Paideia. I recently started Missing 
Front Plate Productions, an entity to 
directly address injustice through the 
creative arts after the death of my 
good friend, Sam Dubose at the 
hands of police in 2015. So far, I have 
had readings or performances of my 
last three written works at Memorial 
Hall in Cincinnati, The Small Boat 
Theatre Festival in San Francisco and 
Ensemble Theatre Cincinnati.



Derek J. Snow

I was alarmed by the number of 
politicians casually throwing around 
the phrase "modern-day lynching", 
particularly in the shadow of the 
George Floyd and Breonna Taylor. I 
decided to write a script that dealt 
with a lynched man, Silas, who is 
given three more chances to live a 
normal life in Black skin; a chance 
for him experience whether our 
situation as a race will eventually 
change from the time that he is 
killed, 1930. He chooses three 
different decades: 1960, 1990 and 
finally 2020 to attempt to deal with 
Black people's increasing 
complicated relationship with race 
over time. 



Erin Fung

I am a classical musician and 
performer, and currently serve as 
the principal clarinetist of the 
Lexington Philharmonic and am 
the clarinet professor at Xavier 
University. I have also performed 
with the Cincinnati Symphony 
Orchestra, the Queen City Opera, 
and previously held positions in 
the Vancouver Opera and the 
Okanagan Symphony in Canada. 
I have performed with almost 
every major orchestra in Canada, 
and have recently moved to 
Ohio.



Erin Fung
2020 has shaken me to my core. Since 
obtaining my green card, I’ve strived to learn 
about America’s history of systemic racism, 
and have found the topic incredibly 
complex and extremely painful. Fueled by 
pandemic fear and inspired by names such 
as the ‘China virus’ and ‘Kung Flu’, racism 
against Asians increased significantly this 
year, and I experienced first-hand the 
alienation of Asian Americans from not only 
strangers, but also members of my extended 
family. In confronting the troubling history of 
Asians in America, from treatment paralleling 
slavery during the railroad construction, to 
being perceived as allies to African 
Americans as the ‘yellow peril’, to being 
molded into the ‘model minority’ and 
sexually fetishized in modern society, I have 
felt deeply confused about my own sense of 
identity and feeling of ‘belonging’. Though 
I’ve been encouraged by the protests and 
the BLM movement aching for change and 
equality, there is so much work to be done -
this is why I am applying for the Truth and 
Reconciliation grant.



Juan Gabriel 
Martinez Rubio

Gabriel Martinez Rubio has developed his career between Mexico 
and the United States working with different dance companies, 
theater companies, and a variety of independent projects. He 
started his own project, “Dos-Corazones Productions”,  in 
Cincinnati, Ohio in 2019 with the aim of creating contemporary 
dance shows and multidisciplinary performances, representing our 
contemporary society, while being a link with the Hispanic 
community in Cincinnati.

Professional Work Experience:
• Dos-Corazones Productions, 2019-Present
• Director, dancer, and choreographer Mamluft & Co. Dance, 
Cincinnati 2017-2020
• Dancer and choreographer. Tobacco Road Dance 
Productions. Durham, NC. 2016
• Dancer, Carrboro Modern Dance Company, Carrboro, NC. 
2014 -2017
• Teacher, choreographer, and dancer, Eno River Dances-
Durham, NC. 2015
• Dancer, and choreographer, Danza Sin Espacio. Mexico City, 
2011 – Present 



Juan Gabriel 
Martinez Rubio

This project will be a dance piece, for all 
audiences, based on the theme Truth 
and Reconciliation and how this impacts 
the Hispanic community including 
racism, and loss of culture, loss of roots, 
loss of identity, and loss of language. The 
piece will invite the audience to reflect 
on how we impact others in our society. 
The choreography will be designed to 
be danced with social distancing.

This project will serve to bridge divides 
between communities through a mutual 
understanding of our impact on each 
other…

I strongly believe that a community 
responds to representation and that 
representation in the Cincinnati arts 
scene will lead to the Latino community 
deepening its roots here in Cincinnati.
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2021/22 Black and Brown 
Artist Grants: Truth & 
Reconciliation
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Program Status: Building on 2020/21’s success

• $150K raised to date, including $75K approved by City Council

• NEW: Optional skill-building workshops for prospective applicants offered by ArtsWave In October 2021:

• grantwriting workshop conducted by the African American Chamber of Commerce 

• Professional development artist workshops conducted by Annie Ruth 

• pre-read/application coaching opportunity offered by Toilynn O’Neal  

• 55 applications received in October 2021

• Panel chaired by Toilynn O’Neal will make award decisions on December 6, 2021

• Checks will be sent to grant recipients (maximum grant $15K) by December 31, 2021

• Coaching and project development to be offered throughout Spring 2022

• Showcase of work by grant recipients to be held in July 2022



Thank You and Happy 
Holidays! 
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